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TOMORROW
SHAPE 
OF

From executive offices to waiting and 
meeting rooms, benefit from Zivella’s 
new products to break down and expand 
the boundaries of communication at 
every point in your office.



Alp Nuhoğlu

Burak Koçak

Emin Ercan

Oğuzhan Abdik

Setsu & Shinobu ITO

Our designs go beyond the bounds of current trends; 
today’s work habits and the aspirations of working 
individuals are our inspiration.

We intrinsically believe that like products, our lives can be designed and 
that planning is critical for improved quality of life. People are at the front 
and centre of our designs; a focus on human synergy and excellent user 
experience is of the utmost importance.

We are committed to ensuring that our ergonomic and quality designs are 
used all around the world.

We believe that;
• space should be thought about as a whole,
• every object within a space engages with each other,
• comfort is a constant,
• design should be approachable and attainable.

Our quest is to bring to life innovative designs worthy of each and every 
person involved in the creation cycle as well as the users and that are 
tailored to the changing needs of offices, new generation workspaces and 
other areas. We share the values of and evolve as an integral and organic 
part of the system in which we exist as a design-oriented company.

We look forward to our designs adding value to your life...
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Neo’s minimal geometric structure 
and strong lines will transform modern 
executive offices and waiting areas.

NEO

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

06
SOFAS

N
EO



Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Suitable for both the home and office, guests will enjoy the comfort 
of the Kuz Collection.  The wood elements of the unit are available in 
either an oak or walnut finish.

KUZ
KUZ-S

08
SOFAS

Stylish, elegant design with the complementary blend of solid wood 
and fabric...  The simple yet graceful lines of the Kuz will add a distinct 
elegance to executive offices, waiting areas or residences.

09
SOFAS



All eyes will be on this simple yet forceful design that will most 
certainly be the star of your space.  The Koza’s vibrant colours, 
simplicity and comfort will add an innovative and modern look 
to any area.

KOZA
10
SOFAS

The Poz boasts a natural wood covered back 
that gives it a warm and friendly look as well 
as an eye-catching visual texture. Available in 
both leather and fabric.

POZ

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

11
SOFAS



The timeless Yaka model stands 
out with its refined design and 
conforms to its surroundings. It is 
available in various combinations 
and is sure to become the most 
comfortable corner of the office or 
waiting area.

YAKA
12
SOFAS

REN The harmony of metal and 
leather in the visually rich 
Ren will refine comfort in any 
executive office.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU
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SOFAS



High, low, single or double… The flexible production options of 
the aesthetically pleasing Park sofa will indulge the need for 
comfort in the office. The high-backed Park sofa is specially 
designed to promote privacy and in small and busy spaces.

PARK

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

14
SOFAS

P A R K



SALT

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

16
SOFAS

WITH ITS MODERN LINES AND SLIM 
STRUCTURE, THE SALT IS IDEAL FOR SMALL 
WAITING AREAS AND WORKSPACES. IT IS 
AVAILABLE AS A SINGLE OR DOUBLE UNIT.

17
SOFAS



Combo radiates energy in all areas of the office, from waiting 
areas to executive rooms with its corner-free structure, minimal 
and stylish design and rich colour options.

COMBO
18
SOFAS

The Sahara offers comfortable seating and simple lines and is easy to 
install due to its dismantled, removable metal frame. Its durable frame, 
striking design and colours will bring positivity to any space and add 
comfort to waiting areas.

SAHARA

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU
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SOFAS



Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

VENI
VENI-S
Even at first glance, the Veni stands out with its comfortable 
presence. Its soft and inviting look makes it vital lounging furniture 
in any office or common space.20

SOFAS

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

The Vera’s minimal lines, comfortable seating natural wooden legs 
and rich colour options add an aesthetic and warm look to the home 
or office.

VERA
VERA-S

21
SOFAS



P H A S E

PHASE

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Waiting has never been this comfortable.
Phase, a group of modular units with or without side tables meets the needs of waiting 
areas and facilitates communication in common areas.

23
SOFAS



A crowd favourite, add an aesthetic touch to every 
space without sacrificing comfort with Leron.

LERON

HAZAL
Designed for simplicity and comfort. The Hazal is as 
eye-catching as it is comfortable.

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

24
SOFAS

Create different seating combinations with Mola; use the 
numerous modules and strong structure to build it like a 
Lego and transform your space.

MOLA

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

25
SOFAS



The Tone sofa radiates warmth and is designed to create a 
comfortable corner in offices or waiting areas. Especially 
complimentary to warmly coloured spaces, the Tone is also 
functional with its separate ottoman and coffee table. Its modular 
design offers suitable solutions for waiting area and rest needs.
It also facilitates communication in communal areas.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

TONE
TONE-S

26
SOFAS

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

ASTON Its remarkable geometry accentuates any space with its 
sculpture-like stature.
The Aston collection is a single and multi-model seating system 
designed for public areas such as hotels, lobbies and offices. 
Available in various textile combinations, this seating group 
contrasts harmoniously with its surroundings.

27
SOFAS



A practical, colourful and dynamic solution to office seating 
requirements. 

With its next-generation modular design, the 
Kuka Bench adds movement and energy to 
any space. Every detail is designed to meet 
the demands of the communication age. A tiny 
charging unit is a major feature of the design, 
promoting communication.

BARI
BARI BENCH

28
POUFS

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

29
POUFS



Minimal, stylish and so much fun!
The rich colours of the Level sofa add a sporty 
look to its surroundings while its puzzle-like 
design introduces a lively energy..

LEVEL

30
LOBBY UNITS

Three modules, 
countless 

combinations...

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU



ZEN

Use any or all of four different sized 
modules to add an air of gentle tranquilly 
with the Zen Collection.

The rounded lines and simple design are 
perfect for creating comfortable corners 
in offices or waiting areas.

32
LOBBY UNITS

Designed by BURAK KOÇAK



Available with either long or short backrests, the Unit Bench provides 
privacy as well as convenient amenities in the form of built-in coffee tables 
and electrical supply placed anywhere along the bench for maximum 
comfort.

UNIT BENCH

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

34
LOBBY UNITS

The Part Bench creates space within a space: 
its fabric covered separators that minimize 
noise from the surrounding area. It not only 
stands out with its innovative design, but 
also offers a partly secluded area suitable for 
small meetings that require focus in waiting 
areas or offices floors.

PART BENCH

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

35
LOBBY UNITS



The Orbit will fit right in with the design and lines of next-
generation offices.  With its circular profile, comfortable seating 
and simple fixed structure, the Orbit lightens the possibly harsh 
lines of waiting areas.

The Best waiting area unit is a comfortable, simple and convenient 
design especially suited to offices, hospitals, schools and terminals.

ORBIT

BEST36
LOBBY UNITS

A sculptural bench that stands out with its simple, solid wood form.  The 
Beam contributes a certain warmth to any space and embodies sincerity in 
communications. Available in various varnish and leather colour alternatives.

A complementary piece of the Lenta product family, the Lenta 
Bank adds a natural feel to waiting and meeting areas.

LENTA BANK

BEAM BANK

Designed by OĞUZHAN ABDİK

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

37
LOBBY UNITS



A D A
Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

With its quilted back detail, elegant wooden legs 
and minimal style, the Ada armchair brings the 
free spirit of the 60s to the present. It is designed 
for common areas, executive rooms and private 
residences.

ADA

39
ARMCHAIRS



With deep seating that hugs you on all sides, the Sar supremely 
comfortable and inviting.  Create warm and friendly waiting 
areas in various spaces. Different leg alternatives make it highly 
compatible for different purposes.

SAR40
ARMCHAIRS

Mod is designed to lift the mood in next generation offices. A stand-out 
with its cubic form and energetic design, the Mod is available in wooden 
or metal leg alternatives and dozens of colour options.

MOD

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

41
ARMCHAIRS



With its energetic and dynamic design, the May was designed with the 
character of today’s workspaces in mind. Its comfortable body and arm 
support make it ideal for extended use. May also stands out in otherwise 
ordinary office environments with its vibrant fabric alternatives.

MAY42
ARMCHAIRS

NORD/NORD
An example of flawless design, the Nord dazzles with its 
craftsmanship. The wood detail covering the back adds a rich 
visual dimension.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

VERA 43
ARMCHAIRS



BEST Available with stationary or mobile legs, arm rests are also 
optional on this functional office chair.  The Best has a modern 
feel due to its metal legs and fabric upholstery and adapts 
perfectly to every space with its ideal size.

44
TASK CHAIRS

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

A combination of the best features for 
various purposes...

45
TASK CHAIRS



M A N TA

The Manta’s exclusive design is warm and inviting. Conceived and 
designed by world famous designers Setsu & Shinobu Ito, the 
Manta represents openness in communication with its comfortable 
and simple form. Available in wooden and metal leg options.

MANTA

Designed by SETSU-SHINOBU ITO

47
ARMCHAIRS



The Lia-P family, offers aesthetic solutions for various spaces 
including offices, waiting areas, cafes and restaurants. 
Available in various wooden and metal leg alternatives, it 
draws attention with its inviting design and vivacious colours.

LIA-P

48
ARMCHAIRS

Stands out with its functional design...

49
ARMCHAIRS

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM



Simple but surprising…
The Rounded is designed to provide a comfortable seating experience with 
its organic, circular form. The movement of the design begins from the 
bottom with the foot area detail.  It attracts attention with the simplicity and 
effectiveness of its iconic form and offers a comfortable user experience.

ROUNDED

50
ARMCHAIRS

R O U N D E D

Designed by EMİN ERCAN



Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

An elegant chair with armrests, back and side support, comfortable seating 
and various leg alternatives. Also ideal for cramped waiting areas.

TUR

52
ARMCHAIRS

PAY
The Pay is a functional piece that allows for the effective 
design of waiting and resting areas. The single- and 
double-dimensions available offer numerous solutions for 
common areas.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

53
ARMCHAIRS

Delightful with its slim, modern lines and elegant wooden legs, the 
Lisa emphasizes the elegance of executive offices and waiting areas.

LISA



TO
TE

M
This iconic piece adds a certain boldness to any area. The Totem’s refined design 
consists of two parts, the body and seating and is ideal for all spaces from homes to 
offices, waiting areas to social areas.

TOTEM

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

55
ARMCHAIRS



The Heir embodies a vivacious spirit due to its cheerful colours without 
sacrificing comfort and is ideal for all areas from homes to common areas.

HEIR

IKA
It is the symbol of a rising trend in the design world. The high-seated, barstool-like Ika 
is perfect for quick meetings or a private conversation.

56
CHAIRS

With its specially cast and shaped seat and back and thin metal legs, 
the Roy is as durable as it is elegant. Suitable for cramped areas such as 
cafeterias of lobbies.

ROY

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

57
CHAIRS



STOL

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

The Toy adds a playfulness to any environment with its modern and 
unique design. Lighten the mood in your busy work area with this 
aesthetic yet simple and smiling piece.

The Stol will be the next new piece to attract attention with its 
symmetrical, durable structure and rich colour options.

TOY58
POUFS



EXECUTIVE DESKS
NORM
PLAN

FORMA
RIO

M-LINK



NORM
EXECUTIVE DESK

UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE
A timeless product and 
independent of evolving fashions 
and trends, the functional Norm 
will appeal to executives of all 
ages.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

62
EXECUTIVE

63
EXECUTIVE



The simplicity of its design 
underlines its understated 
elegance.

NORM

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Solid metal legs complement the visual richness 
of the lacquer and natural wood veneer. 
Standard options come with vertical and 
horizontal cabinets and can be used with the 
optional modesty panel.

64
EXECUTIVE

65
EXECUTIVE



EXECUTIVE DESK

UNFETTERED COMMUNICATION, 
PRODUCTIVITY AND SPACE

P L A N
The Plan’s functional form is ideal for an 
environment where an executive spends 
more time than at home, holds long hours of 
meetings and troubleshoots.

The fixed round cabinet serves as a desk-
side piece with large drawers and a useful 
surface. 

The Plan bookshelf can be used either as a 
separator or a storage unit, depending on 
needs and preferences.

The Plan desk consists of the perfect integration of two geometric forms 
and does not feel voluminous in spaces due to the back leg that functions 
as a modesty panel. 66

EXECUTIVE

67
EXECUTIVE



STRUCTURAL BALANCE

With its melamine and 
metal coating options, the 
Forma provides the desired 
status for the space in 
which it will be placed.

F O R M A

The Forma is designed as a multi-functional 
furniture system: an eye-catching executive 
desk that can also be adapted for use at 
lower executive levels. 

The Forma set is comprised of fixed drawers 
and a matching cabinet. The other option offers 
mobile storage to be used under the desk.

68
EXECUTIVE



M E L A M I N E  A N D  L E AT H E R

R I O Available in melamine or leather, the Rio elicits an affluent air in the space in 
which it is used. Power and data cables are passed through the fixed storage 
element, leaving the desk top clear. The Rio set is comprised of fixed drawers, a 
matching cabinet and a fixed modesty panel.

The clean lines of the Rio executive desk confirm that it was designed 
with functionality in mind. 

70
EXECUTIVE

71
EXECUTIVE



Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

STYLISH AND SOPHISTICATED

The M-Link desk is designed to meet the needs 
of the new generation of managers while offering 
comfortable elegance.

M-LINK

72
EXECUTIVE
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EXECUTIVE



WORKSTATIONS
LENTA 
LINK
CARGO
BOLD



LENTA
WORKSTATIONS

Soft forms, natural materials and colours were combined to create a user-
friendly working environment. The Lenta product group perfectly meets the 
varied needs of work places and manages to highlight the space with its 
original, eye-catching design.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

L
E
N
T
A

Ideal for creating an isolated working environment…
The Lenta product line brings the warmth of wood to work areas and adds 
a natural and spacious atmosphere to the environment. Designed for those 
who prefer dynamic, high-energy workplaces.

76
WORKSTATIONS

77
WORKSTATIONS



WORKSTATIONS

LINK
Link office systems are able to quickly adapt to the 
mobility and changing conditions of work environments 
due to their multi-functional modular structure and power 
and data transmission capabilities.

Fixed or mobile divider panels upholstered with fabric provide sound 
insulation and a visually appealing look. Accessories such as pen and 
paper organisers that can be fixed to the panels contribute to a clean 
look while leaving the desk surface clear for the user. 

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU
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WORKSTATIONS
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WORKSTATIONS

The Link system offers solutions including collaborative 
desks, manager desks, conference tables and storage units 
for the changing needs of users over time.

LINK



WORKSTATIONS

CARGO
The modular Demo desk and storage units with power and 
data cable areas allow for use as single, double or multiple 
units and are ideal for long work day environments.

Designed for today’s working environments, Demo provides the 
simplicity and ease of use required for open office and crowded 
work environments.

80
WORKSTATIONS
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WORKSTATIONS



WORKSTATIONS

BOLD
Designed for executives who prefer a 
convenient and unpretentious desk, the Bold fits 
comfortably into small offices with its minimalistic 
complementary components.

No fri l ls functionality…
82

WORKSTATIONS

83
WORKSTATIONS



MEETING DESKS
SUNNY
NORM
LINK
JET

CARGO
LOFT
LENTA
FOLD



The Sunny will more than meet your expectations with tabletop 
power and data cable connections carried through the frame, a 
socket box that rises during use, and a total of 10 different sizes 
available to fit your space.

86
MEETING

87
MEETING

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

SUNNY
MEETING TABLE

SUNNY
MEETING TABLE
DIMENSIONS (cm)

240*120*75
300*130*75
360*140*75
400*140*75
440*150*75

The Sunny product line and its eye-
catching features are sure to make it a 
new favourite.
Available in a round or curved rectangular form, the Sunny 
will add an aesthetic touch to conference and meeting 
rooms with its wooden veneer and warm colour options.

500*150*75
600*180*75
120*75
140*75
150*75



NORM
MEETING TABLE

Part of the Norm Executive Series, 
this conference table has metal 
legs and a matching metal frame 
around table top.

NORM
MEETING TABLE
DIMENSIONS (cm)

240*120*75
280*120*75
320*120*75
400*120*75

The top is available in various materials and can 
be produced according to preference.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

LINK
MEETING TABLE

LINK
MEETING TABLE

DIMENSIONS (cm)

240*120*75
280*120*75
320*120*75

Link product line has a plain but functional 
design that encourages communication and 
productivity. The desk top houses concealed 
power and data connection units for cable-free 
presentations and meetings.

M E E T I N G

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU
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MEETING
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MEETING



JET
MEETING TABLE

JET
MEETING TABLE
DIMENSIONS (cm)

240*120*75
280*120*75
320*120*75
400*120*75

Simplicity meets functionality with the Jet conference 
table. The metal frame adds a sleek touch to the design 
and the table top is available in a number options 
ranging from melamine to natural coating. 

Like other members of the family, the Cargo 
conference table is simple and easy to use.

CARGO
MEETING TABLE

CARGO
MEETING TABLE
DIMENSIONS (cm)

120*120*75
200*100*75

90
MEETING
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MEETING



LENTA
MEETING TABLE

LENTA
MEETING TABLE
DIMENSIONS (cm)

LOFT
OFFICE & MEETING 
TABLE DIMENSIONS 
(cm)

170*90*75
180*90*75
190*90*75
200*90*75

80*170*105

Bring the warmth of wood to the environment with the Lenta product family.  
Add a natural touch to the work area with this fresh and durable table.

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

FOLD
MEETING TABLE

The Fold product line, specially designed for meetings, 
training and seminars, can be used in different 
combinations according to the available space, number of 
people and purpose. Stackable for efficient use of space, 
the Fold has a dynamic structure with lockable wheels and 
is easy to transport.

Fold seminar desks are easy to be placed in various seating 
arrangements; according to the number of people, purpose 
of use as well as the space its located.

FOLD
MEETING TABLE
DIMENSIONS (cm)

70*70*75

The Loft will dynamism to the work 
area with its simple and durable 
design. New solutions for next-
generation work environments 
are imperative and the Loft, with 
its height-adjustable metal legs, 
separators and various colour 
options will give you the flexibility 
to adapt easily.

LOFT
OFFICE DESK

92
MEETING
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MEETING

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM



TASK
CHAIRS

DELTA-K
DELTA
TAGIX
CAROT
ETA
MIRA
FERA
TUNN
MAXI
MICA
MODY
STEEL
ENERGY
MEET
ANT



Delta-K chair stands out with its minimal but 
distinguished design. This elegant comfort comes with 
leather or fabric upholstery alternatives.

TASK CHAIRS
DELTA-K

D
E

LT
A

-K
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TASK CHAIRS



With exceedingly comfortable seating and a specially designed 
body, the Data is available as a desk or reception area chair. 
The striking arm detail of the Data chair is available in leather 
or fabric upholstery and wood. Data’s mechanism enhances its 
ergonomic form and is comfortable for long working hours.

TASK CHAIRS
DELTA

Available in executive or operational use 
options, the Tagix chair is ideal for long work 
hours where ergonomic design is essential.

TASK CHAIRS
TAGIX98

TASK CHAIRS

99
TASK CHAIRS



The robust and impeccable Carot chair is designed to 
alleviate the stress and fatigue of everyday work life.

TASK CHAIRS
CAROT

C
A

R
O

T
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TASK CHAIRS



The Eta family is ideal for companies who desire uniform 
design and comfort across the office. Its mechanism and 
height-adjustable arm structure make it suitable for all spaces: 
operational areas, executive offices, meeting rooms and 
reception areas.

TASK CHAIRS
ETA Designed exclusively for intense daily use, the robust 

Mira was created to provide a comprehensive solution 
for offices and work areas. TASK CHAIRS

MIRA102
TASK CHAIRS

103
TASK CHAIRS



Available in a plethora of colours for the seat and 
back, the attractive Fera easily adapts to any work 
environment. 

TASK CHAIRS
FERA New but very familiar… The design roots of the graceful Tunn 

office chair are based firmly on a strong visual tradition that has 
been adapted to the present day.

TASK CHAIRS
TUNN104

TASK CHAIRS

105
TASK CHAIRS



Meet the Maxi: durable, comfortable and alluring!
The design of the Maxi chair is perfectly in tune with 
the human form and facilitates productivity: it’s robust, 
comfortable and appeals to the eye.

Ergonomic and tasteful!
Ideal for long and intense work days where the importance 
of ergonomics comes into play.

MICA

MAXI
A minimal yet comfortable design. The Mody family of 
products will change the atmosphere of your office or waiting 
area with its inviting and friendly style.

MODY

Designed by Z DESIGN TEAM

106
TASK CHAIRS
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TASK CHAIRS



A strong, steel-like disposition.
Clean and modern lines define the strong, minimal design. The Steel is available with a high 
or shorter backrest and is a stately addition to your office. 

STEEL

ENERGY
The Energy is specifically designed to minimise fatigue during the work day. It’s robust, 
ergonomically contoured high backrest and soft seat make it ideal for long working hours.

Available with high or short backrest options, the Meet offers optimum comfort with its 
unique foam padding. The design is complemented with metal detail.

Designed for conference and training rooms, the Ant facilitates 
comfortable note-taking with its attached and adjustable table.

MEET

ANT

108
TASK CHAIRS
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TIN
SOLE
TAV
GITO
GITO-S

GITO MAX
KULA
SAL
LITO

COFFEE TABLES & 
ACCESSORIES



The Tin will turn heads with its elegant and dynamic lines. Elements such as the 
melamine table top and graceful metal legs give it a modern look and add soul 
to the space. 

TIN

SOLE

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

Available in four different shapes and sizes, metal legs and numerous 
colours, the energetic and durable Sole is sure to brighten up your office. 

The sharp but curved leg design of the Tav sets off the plain 
table top and is another elegant yet minimal design from Zivella. 
Available in various dimensions, thus suitable for both offices 
and waiting areas alike. 

TAV112
COFFE TABLES

113
COFFE TABLES



A new family member...

The Gito product group is 
attractive, can be used in both 
offices and social areas and also 
offers numerous options for 
your various needs.

Colourful functionality…
Various colours with the 
same ease of use.

GITO
GITO S/GITO MAX

Designed by ALP NUHOĞLU

The Kula’s highly stylish yet minimalistic design is set off with 
its wood veneer and curves. The versatile table is available in 
various dimensions and its timeless design will complement 
any seating group. 

KULA

SAL
Designed to add elegance to spaces, the Sal is a delicate, 
airy table with strong lines. Its slender metal legs perfectly 
complement the wood table top.

114
COFFE TABLES

115
COFFE TABLES



A decorative and functional design, the Lito is a colourful addition 
to next-generation offices. Made with solid wood and available in 
different colour combinations. 

LITO STORAGE 
UNITS

116
ACCESORIES

Designed by BURAK KOÇAK

TURN
ROLL
RIO

FORMA
LINE
STOR



Functional, practical and durable, the Turn and the Roll 
drawer units are available in melamine and various colours. 

TURN

ROLL

An elegant convergence of functionality and finesse… 

RIO

FORMA
The simple but functional design and natural style of the 
Forma is a modern solution office storage requirements.

118
CAISSONS

119
CONSOLES



120
CONSOLES LINE The Line cabinet is a simple, functional and durable option for 

storage and displays in offices. Available in various materials and 
sizes, an option of open shelves and covered compartments lend 
flexibility to the piece.

STOR
A storage system and divider panel.
All Zivella Storage Systems are both stylish and functional. They can 
be used across various areas in the office: on the operations floor, in 
management offices and in common rooms and meet the many needs 
of all types of user. The cabinets can serve as both storage units and 
divider panels due to their structural features.

121
CABINETS
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